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INTRODUCTION: The role of gravity in modifying the excavation cavity of large 
craters can be documented in the terrestrial geologic record (1,2) and observations of lunar 
craters (3,4). The terrestrial record also exhibits craters with flattened profiles and 
geologic cross-sections (5,6) that have prompted hypotheses for low-density impactors (7) 
or unusual impact conditions, e.g. atmospheric break-up or a shallow-sea environment 
(8,9). Others have proposed shallow basin excavation due to lunar internal structure (10). 
Evidence from laboratory impact experiments is indicating, however, that increasing crater 
aspect ratios (diameter:depth) also can result from increasing both velocity and projectile 
size without invoking unusual impactor conditions. If this trend continues to planetary- 
scale dimensions, then the shallowness of 100km-diameter craters may result not only 
from post-formation collapse but also from a modification of the cratering flow field during 
excavation. 

EXPERIMENTAL FiESULTS: An extensive data base of experimental impact 
cratering has been analyzed for a variety of impactors (aluminum, pyrex, lexan, lead, iron, 
clustered pyrex, etc.) and impact velocities (0.05 - 8kmfs) for low strength targets (sand 
and compacted pumice). These data indicate a change in cratering efficiency that appears 
to be related to the onset of projectile deformation or rupture (11,12). For constant 
projectile size, this transition is accompanied by an increase in crater diameter relative to 
undeformed projectiles and net increase in diameterldepth (Dld). The aspect ratio for low- 
velocity impact (v< 1.3kmls) decreases slightly with increasing velocity but increases 
markedly for high-velocity impacts (v> 2kms). For constant impact velocity, D/d increases 
with projectile radius (r) for 0.159-0.635cm radii aluminum spheres. Smaller projectiles 
(r<O.2cm), however, exhibit a reversal in this relationship for velocities greater than 
3kmIs: craters become deeper with increasing size. Combining these results, we find that 
D/dsalog(r)-@og(v) for larger projectiles larger projectiles (>.2cm) undergoing 
deformation a t  impact where gs 0.05. The same relationship is found for aluminum 
wafers where the characteristic projectile dimension is the thickness ( 12) rather than the 
radius. Small, high-velocity impactors, however, have q"- - 0.04 to -0.1 and or. -0.09. 

When all projectile types and sizes are considered, we find two contrasting 
relationships between crater aspect ratio and impactor parameters (r,v and density,6,). 
The transition occurs a t  a critical value of Qc =(dc/4)(rlv), which depends on target 
material: for sand, logqG* -4; for compacted pumice, it is -6. If < qc,  we find that log 
Dld s h log (6/5J(v2/r) where h + 0. fi The gravity-scaled scaling parameter 
described in (13) can be used in place of r/v , but subsequent analyses suggest that gravity 
does not alter the cratering flow field, only the limiting diameter. The physical significance 
of the observed relationship may be related to the energy transfer rate to the target, which 
to first order can be expressed as vlt or v(v1r) if vlr is proportional to the time for projectile 
penetration. Higher rates of energy transfer result in proportionally shallower craters. 
For log 4 7 log a,, tne aspect ratio depends simply on the time (r/v) for projectile 
penetration and targetlprojectile density, contrast provided that projectile deformation 
occurs upon impact. Undeformed projectiles result in small aspect ratios. Long 
penetration times, whether the result of large hypervelocity or small low velocity impacts 
produce shallow craters. This point can be illustrated (Figure 1) by hypervelocity impacts 
by debris clusters with large radii or low velocity impacts by easily deformed projectiles 
(plastic or lexan). It should be remembered that these results apply to low-strength 
targets where gravity-dominated scaling relations apply. Both sand and compacted pumice 
targets indicate log D/d q 0.28 log (b+ /dp) . (rlv). At extremely low impact velocities 
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(< 0. lkrnls) and no projectile deformation, a different relationship between aspect ratio and 
impactor/target parameters appears to be present. 

MPLICATIONS: Most laboratory experiments permit a wide range in impact velocities 
605-7kmIs) but only a narrow range in projectile sizes (0.159-0.318cm) over the same 
velocity range. Consequently subtle but important effects of projectile size a t  planetary 
scales are easily masked. On the Moon, the situation is reversed: projectile sizes can 
range over many orders of magnitude with the most probable impact velocities confined to 
less than an order of magnitude. If a typical lunar impact velocity of 15kmIs is assumed, 
then a, indicates a corresponding projectile diameter of 3m. The requirement that 
gravity-controlled scaling exists requires that either the crater is formed completely in low 
strength material (regolith) or a t  large enough scales (>2km) where gravity controls 
crater growth. At small scales, the Ranger and SIV-B impacts of the lunar surface have 
values of 7( > 11, and were formed largely within the regolith. If the relation between 
crater aspect ratio and impactor parameters for small but high-velocity impacts were 
adopted, a small deep crater would be predicted. The alternative relation for predicts a 
shallow crater with a central mound, as is observed (15). If D/d = 5 for a 5km-diameter 
crater, then the gravity-limited transient cavity aspect ratio for a 100km-diameter crater 
is predicted to be about 12. The importance of post-cratering rim collapse (plastic flow and 
slumping), however, may be lessened but cannot be ignored. 
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m e  1. Data indicating the increase in Did for increasing penetration times and a*/& 
Symbols for sand targets are: O clustered impacts; + 1.27cm diameter aluminum 
spheres; and X 2cm diameter lexan cylinders. Symbols for pumice targets are: Q clustered 
impact: A hollow nylon; easily deformed plastic; m 0.635cm aluminum spheres. Dots 
indicate data for aluminum spheres impacting lead and glass shot targets. 
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